
 why Viso will benefit your work
TOP 10 REASONS

1. Well-organized
Record training sessions 
in multiple rooms

The uniqueness of Viso is that you can record in an 
unlimited number of rooms simultaneously. 
With one to many concurrent users, and from one 
to many concurrent sessions. 

2. Everyone can use it!
Get to know this AV tool

in just 15  minutes

Navigating through the program is quick and simple. It is easy to
understand how it works, which saves lots of time. Viso's clean

interface easily guides you to an efficient and simplified workflow.

Scheduling recordings helps 
to keep you organized

Set up recordings in advance and automatically start and stop 
these recordings at a scheduled time. An ideal solution when 
operating in a multi-room lab in which multiple sessions occur 
simultaneously. 

4. Mark events of interest
What behaviors need

attention?

Viso is more than just an AV tool. You can tag specific points that
stand out during a session, for example learning goals, and easily jump

right to those points in the video during debriefing. It enables 
you to quickly give feedback using personalized markers.

Accessible from anywhere
and anytime

 You can start and stop recordings, and view and review recorded 
sessions from wherever you are on any device, using the Viso Web App.
Join sessions from outside the Viso Lab from your own desk. 

6. Synchronize all data streams
Capture the

complete picture

Register how a test participant interacts with a (new) design or 
record a patient monitor by capturing that full screen. Displaying the 

eye tracking gaze-overlay or facial expression data is also possible.
The screen captures are synchronized with the AV recordings of Viso.

No waiting time for
playing back videos

Recorded videos, including markers and comments, 
can be played back right after recording from any 
location. Video feedback is an effective method to 
learn and improve (soft) skills.

viso

7. Quick video feedback
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SESSIONS - 23 JUNE 2021

DASHBOARD LOCATIONS SESSIONS CODES

00:00:3212:00 - 12:30

Team Skills Training 1  - Group Study Room 0.101

Group Study Room 0.101

Group Study Room 0.102

Demonstration Room

No session invitations

Marc Adams

00:00:3212:00 - 12:30

Interviewing Techniques  - Group Study Room 0.102

Marc Adams

00:00:3212:00 - 12:30

Team Skills Training 1  Debriefing - Demonstration Room

Rose Bennet

00:00:3212:30 - 13:00

Interviewing Techniques   Debriefing - Meeting Room 1.015

Marc Adams

00:00:3213:30 - 14:00

Team Skills Training 1  - Group Study Room 0.101

Marc Adams
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RECENT SESSIONS SESSION INVITATIONS

3. No more hassle

Viso

Observation room
Control room

Video 2

Video 1

Video 3

5. Mobile friendly

Counselor

TIMELINE

Male

Female

TIME SUBJECT MARKER

00:00:05 Counselor Introducing

00:00:11 Male Asking

00:00:24 Counselor Eye contact

00:00:32 Counselor Answering

00:00:48 Female Smiling

00:00:50 Male Answering

00:01:08 Counselor Summarizing

00:01:19 Female Responding

00:01:20 Male Smiling

00:00:00 00:01:3000:00:30 00:01:00

10. Data protection is covered
Be sure of a high
level of security

Data protection is completely covered. A user login is required,
an audit trail is enabled by default, and the four different user

roles determine the available rights and functionalities.
Viso is fully compliant with HIPAA and GDPR.

8. Easy import
Videos from your

smartphone

Benefit from importing pre-recorded videos
from your smartphone or older video recording

system for a simple and easy way of storing,
annotating, or debriefing the videos.

9. Multiple data streams in one view
All you need is this
all-in-one system

Everything is arranged in one system using up-to-date technology. 
Multiple rooms and recorders plus facial expression analysis, 
screencaptures, and eye tracking are all connected in one reliable 
and stable integrated setup.

USER NAME

PASSWORD

LOGIN

Whether you need a small or large lab, portable or �xed: Noldus can deliver 
it. Tell us about your plans and future perspectives and we will make you a 
tailored design. Let’s team up!

www.noldus.com/viso

Viso


